Dear Students,

General Introduction of The Language House In Malaysia
The Language House (TLH), MALAYSIA has been established since 1990. For 25 years, we have
helped thousands of students find their confidence and develop language skills. On 12 January 2015,
The Language House has officially become a business unit of Advance Synergy Berhad ("ASB")
Group, a public company listed on the Main Board of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad.
The Language House uses the exclusive BUILD-UP teaching method (which emphasizes on
speaking skills). The key to the Build-Up methodology is practice. Our classes are interesting and
focus on developing correct speaking habits.
The Intensive English Day Programme conducted at The Language House is exciting and effective.
Launched in 1990, it was the first to introduce the intensive approach in Malaysia. Since then,
thousands of students from all around the world have benefited from this training. Our Intensive
English Day Programme is available in 9 different levels (i.e. Level 1 Beginners Level — Level 9
Advanced Level). All students are required to sit for a compulsory English placement test to verify
their English competence level. This is important for effective learning.
There are up to 9 Different Language Courses offered by The Language House. This includes the
official language of Malaysia: Bahasa Malaysia as well as Spanish, Mandarin, Korean, Japanese,
German, French, Cantonese and Arabic. Many of these languages are widely used all over the
world. Other Learning Programmes include English for the Office, Online Learning English
Programme , Preparation of the Internationally Recognized English Examination IELTS and Summer
Holiday Programme for Local and International Students .
As part of our Moving Forward Plan, we have relocated to PJ CentreSTAGE on 21

st

December

2015. Our official address of our location is P-01-001, Podium, No. 1, Jalan 13/1, SEKSYEN 13,
46100 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, MALAYSIA. Our school occupies up to 21,000sqft with
its library, auditorium, computer labs and other new facilities. PJ CentreSTAGE is one of the most
happening areas in Petaling Jaya with plenty of student accommodation, food and beverage as well
as public transportation. It is the perfect place, perfect choice, a place that has everything.
For more information on our courses and to learn more about The Language House in Malaysia,
please

visit

our

website

at

www.languagehouse.edu.my

or

email

us

at

language@languagehouse.edu.my .The Language House welcomes you to experience studying in
Malaysia and to be part of our Language House family.

Yours faithfully
Agnes Cheah
Managing Director
The Language House

